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AN EMPIRICAL FORECASTING METHOD FOR EPIDEMIC OUTBREAKS

WITH APPLICATION TO COVID-19

BO DENG

Abstract. In this paper we describe an empirical forecasting method for epidemic outbreaks. It is

an iterative process to find possible parameter values for epidemic models to best fit real data. As

a demonstration of principle, we used the logistic model, the simplest model in epidemiology, for an

experiment of live forecasting. Short-term forecasts can last for five or more days with relative errors

consistently kept below 5%. The method should improve with more realistic models.

1. Introduction

It would be beneficial for planning if we were able to forecast Covid-19 outbreak like we do for weather

forecasting. Unfortunately such practice is non-existent. Surely, infectious diseases modeling has been

and still is very active among theorists. But there are no known reliable ways for short-term forecasting,

loosely defined to be no more than one week in time, and by extension long-term forecasting, one month

or more into the future, remains even more elusive. The main problem lies in a reality that for reported

cases of infection over a period of time there can be infinitely many parameter combinations in any

epidemic model that can just fit the data similarly. Compounding a hard problem still, all possible

future trajectories are driven apart by the inherent exponential growth in viral transmission dynamics.

Long-term forecasting is more of a guessing game than a science, even with reasonable epidemic models.

The aim of this paper is to explore ways for short-term forecasting with the hope that it may shed some

light on medium-term forecasting and long-term forecasting. More accurately, the rest of the paper

was a contemporaneous account on a live forecasting experiment. As a result, the presentation below

is kept in the present tense when it was written.

Every epidemic will come to an end, by which time there will be a total tally of infected for a given

region which may or may not be chosen for some arbitrary reasons. For lack of a word, let us call the

infected total epidemity, and denote it by its initial, E. E is a function of many variables. Among

them includes the virus or diseases intrinsic ability to transmit among the host population, the intrinsic

infectivity parameter, call it r throughout. It is also determined by how vigilant we are about the threat

and what we do to keep it at bay. e.g., the practice of social distancing, which is mostly hidden but

affects E greatly. Epidemity is real, and there will be an E. It can be as large as the whole population,

or as small as zero. Most likely it is somewhere in between simply because a portion of population will

avoid infection once the population has reached herd immunity.
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To know E is to require the condition that everyone infected is tested (ignoring the efficacy of a

test) and counted. In reality, we only get an approximation of E, called E∗. If there is no limitation

on testing, then E∗ = E. For most cases, E∗ < E, or vastly under estimated, E∗ � E. In the model

below, we will use E throughout, but with the caveat that we are forecasting E∗ in most cases.

Similarly, let i(t) denote the cumulative total of infected at time t, measured in days. Then what we

are actually estimating is i∗(t) instead, with the same test caveat as for E∗. Also, there is a time delay

between the actual infection and the reported infection, denoted by c(t) for confirmed total cases at

time t. But, assuming most infections undergo a mean time delay between infection and confirmation

of infection, both variables slide on the time line with a mean translation in length. Therefore, if we

can forecast c(t) into the future, for all practical purposes, we are predicting i∗ or i if testing is not an

issue.

To forecast c(t) is to approximate it by a variable, x(t), of an epidemiological model. Let t1, t2, ..., t`

be the days on which c(t) is used to fit the parameters of the model. Here, the time sequence {tk}
does not need to be every day, nor consecutive days, nor all reported days. It should be chosen by the

forecaster who deems the data c(t) reliable on those {tk} days. For example, pretty much all South

Koreas data for the first 30 reported days can be used for model fitting because they are not limited by

testing according news report. For another example, on February 12, 2020, there was a huge jump in

c for the Wuhan, China, outbreak. For forecasters, that was a piece of good news, because it could be

an accurate count for a long stretch in days, and it should be included to calibrate their forecasts. On

the other hand, if we used most of the daily-case numbers prior to February 12, 2020, we would end

up forecasting i∗ and E∗, grossly distorting the reality. A similar problem took place for the New York

State outbreak, a Wuhan lesson not learned and repeated. To reliably forecast a disease, just like for

weather, a few accurate readings is a necessity. For our method to work, a few data points of c(tk) are

required to be usable because of their close approximations to i(tk).

Equivalently, one can forecast the daily case numbers, which are simply the difference of the cumu-

lative total, ∆c(t) = c(t) − c(t − 1). More effectively though, we can best-fit both the total c and the

daily ∆c to models in combination to find the best forecasting trajectories.

2. Model

The model we will use is the most basic one for infectious diseases,

dx

dt
= rx

(
1− x

E

)
, (2.1)

where E is the epidemity and r is the intrinsic infectivity rate. This is the same logistic equation

named by Pierre Franois Verhulst, a Belgian mathematician who introduced it in the 19th century for

population studies ([7, 4, 1]). This model can be justified for infectious diseases in a few ways as follows.

Biologically, we assume that virus has evolved to sweep through a host population in a rapid and

simple way. It aims to spread exponentially, ẋ = rx, the exponential growth model with a constant per

spore growth rate ẋ/x = r, with r the intrinsic rate for infectivity. But, it can’t grow exponentially

indefinitely. It must run into the epidemity buffer E. Therefore, its per spore infection rate is modulated,

say, to be ẋ/x = r(1 − x/E). That is, when it is near E, the spread must slow down to a halt. The
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factor is not a square of 1−x/E or a square root of 1−x/E, which may or may not take some delicate

evolutionary trickeries to do so, but for simplicity, the logistic buffering is a reasonable choice.

A second justification goes as follows. Treat E as a constant for the moment. Then p(t) = x(t)/E

can be treated as the fraction of infected, and (1− p(t)) the fraction of uninfected. The rate of change

for the infected depends on social contact between the infected and the uninfected, in product with an

intrinsic rate r. The intrinsic rate r depends on the virus’ ability to transmit and the host population’s

social defensive measures against the viral transmission, which only applies to the human population.

The third justification is similar to the second, except that we assume x(t) directly to be the product

of the epidemity E and the infection probability p(t). In this formulation, we have to treat the time

t as a random variable. Unlike a usual random variable, we have to experience the time t only in the

forward direction, and every instance of it. In this view, the probability density function in the time

random variable is assumed to take the simplest bionomial distribution

dp

dt
= rp(1− p).

This probabilistic formulation conforms to our view that the viral transmission is fundamentally a

random and probabilistic process.

All justifications above are based on a common hypothesis that all infected, x, acquire immunity

and are removed from the susceptible pool, E − x, and a proportion of which are infectious and the

proportionality is absorbed into the intrinsic infectivity rate r. The last justification is to explain why

the epidemity E can be treated as a constant rather than a time-evolving variable, because as we have

been gradually increasing our social distance, E must be decreasing. The explanation lies in the time

scales in which the two variables, x and E, change. The transmission in x takes place at a much

faster time scale, measured in perhaps minutes, or hours. But the epidemity E changes at a slow time

scale, at least in days, and delayed. Because of this fast-slow time asymmetry, for all modeling and

computational purposes E can be treated as a constant relative to x(t). Thus, each new forecast on

x(t) can forecast a slowly evolving E by the model.

As as result, the forecasting curve is the logistic solution

x(t) = x0E
x0+(E−x0) exp(−rt) (2.2)

where x0 is the initial condition x(0) = x0, with t = 0 setting at any day the forecaster chooses to

be the start of an outbreak. A forecaster’s task is to determine the parameter values in r, E, and the

initial value x0 so that the daily prediction x(t) can be made. The most basic requirement is to have

x(tk) as close to c(tk) as possible. This requires to minimize the error between the reported data c and

the predicted function x. For definitiveness, we will use a common daily relative error function denoted

as

H(x0, r, E) = 1
n

∑`
k=1

(x(tk)−c(tk))2
c(tk)2

. (2.3)

It is a per data relative error. We also add one consistency constraint that

x(tk) ≥ c(tk), for k = 1, 2, . . . , ` (2.4)

because the fitted counts must be no less than the data reported. The problem therefore becomes to

minimize the error function H in the parameter space D = {q : x0 > 0, r > 0, E > 0} subject to the

constraint above.
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At face value, this looks like a straightforward nonlinear optimization problem to solve. This is very

similar to energy minimization and is easy to solve by undergraduate students. This basic minimization

approach is insufficient and will fail every time for a number of reasons. First, H does not have a unique

minimum. It is an empirical fact that there seems to be no limit on the number of local minimums

for H. For all practical purposes, one may just think there are infinitely many. Second, there are

vastly different values in the epidemity E in combination with reasonable r that make H to be similarly

small. We can call such a minimizer a critical point. A forecaster can’t just pick any critical point to

broadcast. This is why all attempts of forecasting the spread of diseases fall short here. It is only when

an outbreak ends that everyone can find the same or similar critical values of E and r, fitting the full

outbreak trajectory c(t) posterior, [3].

3. Method

We now describe an algorithm in pseudo code to find the forecasting curve.

(1) Start a reasonable initial guess q = (x0, r, E).

(2) Use a nonlinear regression algorithm to find its corresponding critical point or minimizer, de-

noted by q̃ = (x̃0, r̃, Ẽ). Such an algorithm is usually based on Newton’s gradient search idea

([5, 2]).

(3) Choose an integer, m ≥ 2, call it a multiplier, and another number s > 1, call it a range scale.

Pick m − 1 many parameter points at random. Specifically, for parameter E, randomly pick

m−1 many values from the interval [Ẽ/s, sẼ], using uniformly distributed random numbers for

definitiveness. Do the same for x̃0 and respectively for r̃. This creates m− 1 many new initial

guesses. Run the nonlinear minimization program to create m − 1 many new critical points,

which are offsprings of the mother minimizer q̃. Denote by M the set of all minimizers. Notice

that the choice of the lower end of the interval [Ẽ/s, sẼ], for example, is just a simple way

to avoid the needless choice 0 and we use only one parameter to fix two ends of the searching

interval for simplicity.

(4) Choose a number 0 < b ≤ 100, call it a breeder percentage parameter. Let B be a set of

minimizers that comprises b% of all minimizers from M . A minimizer is selected to be in B if

its H error is inside the better b-percentile of M . It is for the purpose of selecting minimizers

with smaller errors which are hard to find because of their small basins of attraction for Newton’s

fastest-descend searching algorithm. This step may be referred as selection.

(5) Choose an integer n. Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 for the breeder minimizer set B to obtain a new

generation of M and B. In each iteration, the parameter m, s, b may stay the same or vary.

By the nth iteration, denoted by Mn or just M the set of all minimizers for simpler notation.

(6) Choose a small error tolerance, ε > 0. Denote by Mε the family of all minimizers whose errors

are no greater than ε, and the corresponding parameter families by Mε,x0 , Mε,r, Mε,E . Denote

the forecasting parameter values with respect to this error tolerance by fε,x0 , fε,r, fε,E . Then

each value is the median of its respective family:

fε,x0
= median(Mε,x0

), fε,r = median(Mε,r), fε,E = median(Mε,E).

(7) For a sequence of ε = ε1 < ε2 < · · · < εk, if fεk stabilizes, the one with the smallest fit error H

is used as the forecasting parameters, f∗ = fεi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
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We refer to this iterative method the median-path method. Notice that, if ε is chosen to be the smallest

error H for the last set M , then the median path method simply yields the least error of the minimizers.

This variation is referred to as the the least-error method, which has been used in combination with the

median-path protocol for comparison purposes.

The main justification for the least-error method is as follows. It was used to test to see if it can

keep the global minimizer if the global minimizer is known. Specifically, we first generated a data

sequence by the outbreak logistic function for a given parameter value q. We used this q as an initial

guess for the least error method. For whatever searching parameter values in m, s, n, b, the method

expectedly returned the known global minimizer q with least error H = 0. We also tested the case that

initial guesses were chosen away from the known global minimizer q. All simulations had resulted in

least-error minimizers near the known global minimizer q. The median-path method had also resulted

in forecasting values close to q for small enough ε. Because of the selective nature of median values,

some of the simulation runs landed on the true global minimizer q. As a result, one used both the

median-path method and the least-error method to approximate the true global minimizer solution.

4. Experiment

I started an open experiment, first in when the Wuhan outbreak started, and then on Twitter

(@BoDeng17567961) when the US outbreak started. It was intended to simulate live forecasting. I first

did it for the epicenter, Wuhan, and then the Hubei province of which Wuhan is the provincial capital,

and the whole mainland of China. I did one or two forecasts for the outbreaks of South Korea, Iran, and

Germany. The forecasts for China gave reasonably good predictions on the E numbers, the inflection

date, from which the daily cases start to decrease, except before the big spike on c on February 12, 2020.

These exercises demonstrated two points. One, when Covid-19 testing was limited for the population,

our forecast could only predict i∗ and E∗. Two, one can bypass problematic data and use only a few

reliable c to do forecasting for i(t) and E. The reason is because the logistic curve has only three free

parameters, and if c(t) is the ideal logistic curve, one only needs three data points in theory to determine

the parameters. The reported data c for South Korea was almost a perfect logistic curve when I stopped

the forecasting exercise. I only needed one repeating forecasting run to capture the outbreak curve well

enough. It can be used as a textbook data set in the future for the logistic model for the early phase

of disease outbreaks. I did two forecasts for Italy for a short period in the early phase of its outbreak.

The short term match to real data was very good. I started the exercise for United States on March 9,

2020. All short term matches went well until March 18, 2020. That was the time when I realized there

were at least two major outbreaks taking place in US, with vastly different onset date, inflection date,

and epidemity. One should be for the New York State and the other for the rest. Ideally, each state

should have its own forecasting when an outbreak occurs. All reported case data c were taken from

Wikipedia for its transparency and checkability by crowdsourcing. From March 20, 2020, I focused my

experiment exclusively on the outbreak of New York State.

All experiments were time-stamped by the contemporaneous online posts. Figure 1 shows two sample

online posts, the first post and the last post for the NYS experiment. For the algorithm parameters,

after tried a few values such as s = 2, I used s = 5 consistently for the posted predictions. I used typical

values m = 10, 50, 100, and b = 10, 20, 50, 100, for variable m and b, respectively. The size of M

was usually greater than 5,000. After sorting, I usually kept the first 4,000 of M to see if the median

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bo-deng-180b96
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105 New York State (Model A, Forecast Date: April 25, 2020)

Mar. 1
Mar. 11

Mar. 21

Mar. 31

Apr. 10

Apr. 20

Apr. 30

Forecasted:

3-20        7944

3-21      11050

3-22      15285

3-23      20988

3-24      28535

3-25      38299

3-26      37460

3-27      42000

3-28      52132

3-29      61023

3-30      67605

3-31      73304

  4-1      86582

  4-2      94843

  4-3    102298

  4-4    114773

  4-5    125247

  4-6    135645

  4-7    145813

  4-8    155612

  4-9    164922

4-10    173649

4-11    181726

4-12    189115

4-13    195803

4-14    201797

4-15    207123

Inflection Date: April 4

 Start of new forecast made the previous day.
New Data

High Est.

Low Est.

Forecasted:

4-16    211820

4-17    215932

4-18    236048

4-19    242021

4-20    245962

4-21    248744
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4-30    307253

Reported (Wiki):
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  25665    11.2%

  30811    24.3%
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210001     -1.4%

Reported:
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Figure 1. All forecasts were made when the algorithm seems to converge to a fixed

fε,q. Under-predicted are shown in red and over-predicated are shown in blue. Relative

percentage errors are also shown. Usually, a new forecast was made when an under-

predication occurred, or a grossly over-predication occurred such as the 3-26 forecast.
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values stabilized for the first 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, and 4,000 of M if the median-path protocol was used,

each of which corresponds to an Mε for some increasing value ε. If it did, a convergence was called and

a forecasting was made. For practice, I sorted the set M according to the H error from low to high.

I would drop a percentage of the high end of M because they were usually not good fits to the data

c visually. As an example, the top plot in Fig.1 includes the forecasting curve in green and searching

curves of the first 2000 parameter values from M . For the last forecasting plot from the bottom graph

of Fig.1, only the forecasting curve in green was shown, and all other searching curves were omitted.

The exercise ended on April 30, 2020, when it became apparent that the logistic model had exhausted

its usefulness. More specifically, notice that after the inflection point (around April 4), the daily data

exhibited an oscillation of about every seven to ten days. This secondary oscillation, mini-outbreaks

on top of the underlining outbreak which the logistic model is aimed to model, was present in the

data even before the logistic curve reaches the inflection point, but became increasingly pronounced

afterwards. For forecasts made on April 18 and thereafter, the method was modified as follows. We

used the difference between the real data and the forecasted data for the secondary mini-outbreak. We

used the same method to fit the logistic model to this data difference. We then added the forecasted

data difference back to the underlining logistic curve for the new forecast. This is why the forecasted

daily curve exhibited the saw-tooth feature after the highest inflection point, or the inflection point for

the underlining logistic curve. That is, after that point, the forecasting curve is the superposition of

two or more logistic curves, the first for the underlining outbreak, the second for the first mini-outbreak

after the highest inflection point, and the third for the second mini-outbreak superimposed onto the

superposition of the first two, and so on.

From April 4 on, I also included two new curves to the forecasting. One was label “High Est.” and

the other “Low Est.”, for an upper estimate and a lower estimate for c. The former was obtained by

using only local maximal values of c, and the latter was a curve from the search curves having the lowest

E value from the forecasting pool, usually the first 4000 searches ranked by their search errors H from

the lowest to the highest.

From March 31 on, I also used the method to best-fit the daily case numbers. It became apparent

that after the inflection date around April 4, there have been a persistent oscillation in daily case

number of a period between 7 and 12 days, exposing the major shortcoming of the logistic model.

5. Discussion

Our method is similar to most artificial intelligence algorithms because both are based on Newton’s

gradient search method together with large training sets with the goal to recognize an input and to

output accordingly. Our method has to generate its own training sets, which are generated from a

mathematical model from an iterative process rather than existing patterns. In other words, the model

carries infinitely many training sets and we have to judiciously select relevant ones. For example, if I

included some obviously irrelevant logistic curves, the top plot of Fig.1 would look very different, and

unorganized. The purpose of our search algorithm is to match a live data set c to some curves from

the training set Mε. Obviously the outcome varies with the size of Mε and how uniformly the set Mε

is distributed. Alternative ways were tried to generate training sets, but no convergence was observed,

and therefore no forecasting could be made. Averaging Mε was also tried without success.
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The importance of making realistic and reasonable forecasting on epidemic outbreaks is obvious, by

which we can estimate other epidemiological variables and parameters, such ICU required, mortality

rate, etc. That is, a better planning can be made. Perhaps more importantly, it may help prevent mass

hysteria because when people can see what is to expect they tend to act more rationally.

There are many rooms for improvement and standardization. The obvious one is on the model. The

simple logistic model used for the experiment is good enough for the outbreak phase of an epidemic.

Once it passes the inflection, the symmetric nature of the logistic curve becomes inadequate for human

population because unlike animal populations we will actively adopt counter measures against the viral

spread. More sophisticated models should be used. However, the forecasting method used in this

paper should be extended in principle to such models. Although more sophisticated model, such as the

basic SIR model or modifications with more compartments ([6]), can do better in general, removing the

symmetry artificiality of the logistic curves, I have not seen in literature that such a model has exhibited

the saw-tooth like feature along the outbreak data c. Our ad hoc treatment, using superimposed logistic

curves, may be used as a patchy work, but the model becomes cumbersome and forecasting becomes

passive, reactive, and laborious. A worthy project for an immediate future would be to find a variant

of SIR model capable of secondary-outbursts riding on a primary trajectory. With or without such a

more realistic model, our method presented here should also be tested and refined for other epidemic

models. Given the urgent nature of outbreaks across the globe, the method should be put to a wider

test, and hopefully it can be added to a toolset to fight the Covid-19 pandemic.

The method present here is imperfect but it is demonstrated in principle that it can work for short-

term forecasting. However, because the epidemity E is changing, though at a slower time scale, and

it varies in a wide range, apparent further into future times, (c.f. Fig.1), long-term forecasting on E

becomes unattainable. It is doubtful this situation can be improved significantly with higher dimensional

models.

To summarize, a short-term forecasting method was used on real data that can find good approxi-

mations of known parameter values of a model if the data are generated by the model. The forecasting

seems to work well on the outbreak phase of the epidemic. However, it is difficult to assign a theoretical

degree of certainty to the empirical method because we don’t know at the more basic level how the

model or any model is measured against a process, natural or human-influenced or both, other than

the posterior measure on the error between the real and forecasted data. Nevertheless, we believe the

method can do better with more sophisticated epidemic models, empirically.
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